[Study of serum proteome biomarkers with relation to the formation of portal vein tumor thrombi in hepatocellular carcinoma patients].
To screen serum proteome biomarkers and establish predictive model with relation to the formation of portal vein tumor thrombi (PVTT) in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) patients. Serum samples were collected from 135 HCC patients, which were divided, into training set (including 33 HCC patients with PVTT and 62 HCC patients without PVTT) and blind testing set (including 18 HCC patients with PVTT and 22 HCC patients without PVTT). Special serum protein or peptide pattern was determined by SELDI-TOF-MS measurement after treating the sample onto WCX2 protein chip for each case. The obtained data were analyzed by BioMarker Wizard software to screen serum proteome biomarkers with relation to the formation of PVTT, while decision tree classification algorithm and blind validation were determined by Biomarker Patterns Software. Ranging from 1100 to 30 000 at the m/z value, 100 protein features were detected in the serum protein pattern stably. Among them, 6 protein peaks with the m/z value of 3478, 1314, 1744, 1725, 2022 and 3380 were upregulated, 10 proteins peaks with the m/z value of 8901, 9353, 9415, 8773, 2766, 2745, 8697, 7773, 8569 and 1373 were downregulated respectively in the group of HCC with PVTT. The 7 candidate protein peaks with the m/z value of 3478, 2022, 8901, 9415, 8773, 2766 and 2745 were selected to establish predictive model by BPS with a sensitivity of 75.8% (25/33) and specificity of 82.3% (51/62). An accuracy of 87.5% (35/40), sensitivity of 100% (18/18), specificity of 77.3% (17/22), positive predictive value of 78.3% (18/23), and negative predictive value of 100% (17/17) were validated in blind testing set. Sixteen candidate proteome biomarkers may be related with the formation of PVTT in HCC patients. Decision tree classification algorithm may have great clinical significance in predicting the formation of PVTT.